
Kiddos are crazy about these blow up water 
parks, and you can add to the fun with ball pits 
and splash pools. Not only will kids love playing 
on their own water park, they will get great 
exercise! Playing with friends in the water will 
definetly enhance your summer fun!

Party Hard at 
an Inflatable
Water Park

One of the most popular activities to do at any 
lake is swimming! Make sure that your lake 
doesn't have any swimming advisories and, 
ideally, has a lifeguard on duty or adult 
supervision. Many lakes may not have lifeguards 
like you will see at an ocean-side beach. In this 
case it is even more important to make sure that 
there is proper adult supervision and that proper 
flotation devices are used.

Boost Your Speed
with a Sea Scooter

Water bouncers are quick to setup and give you 
a bounce, but they are not as bouncy as water 
trampolines due to the lack of a frame. The 
bounce pad on water bouncers is woven directly 
into the bouncer. This makes them easy to setup 
and transport while also being more affordable.

Bounce and
Cannonball From a
Water Trampoline

The idea of bouncing and diving off of water 
trampolines may not interest serious swimmers. 
If you don't have kids and are looking to boat, 
swim, and dive more than you want to play, try 
out the Lillipad Diving Board. The Lillipad 
distances you from the side of the boat and 
lends some bounce to help launch you far from 
the boat and into the water. It mounts on the side 
of boats in such a way that avoids instability. The 
board distributes weight so the boat doesn't 
even rock when you jump.

Use a Lillipad Diving
Board for Safer
Diving o� of Boats

If you want to pick up these toys or other tools to 
help you make a splash this summer, you're on 
the right site. We have all kinds of water toys, 
boating supplies, and more products for watery 
fun. Take some time to browse and don't 
hesitate to get in touch if you have any questions 
about our offerings.

Water Toys and
Other Ways to
Make a Splash
This Summer

Some folks want water slides or trampolines 
without other water park features. In the same 
sense, some wouldn't dream of bouncing on a 
water trampoline or bouncer—they want 
nothing more than to float on top of the water. If 
you're a chill lounging type, check out a water 
mat instead.

Tan and Relax on a
Floating Water Mat

(888)-897-7527 service@splashymcfun.com

Water toys and accessories are an excellent way to include kids and adults 
who aren't excellent swimmers. Floating toys and other accessories help 

keep all participants safe. For people who do swim well, toys and 
accessories enhance the water experience and make it more fun.
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